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Raising Rents

Among the worst parts of our jobs
• Our organization's mission is to provide affordable 

housing
• Our department's mission is to maintain the financial 

health of our buildings
Makes rent setting is a difficult and thorny topic

• Especially if your organization also has organizing as 
a mission



When “affordable” isn’t

Clarify terms:
• <30% of income toward rent: under-burdened
• >50% of income toward rent: overburdened
• >66% of income toward rent: severely overburdened

 “Rent” is considered to be rent payment and utility 
allowance.  If a tenant pays many of their own 
utilities, their rent payment will be lower.



When “affordable” isn’t

The smaller the 
income, the less 
flexibility a household 
has
$7.50 is a lot to them 

and a little to a building

Income Rent 2.5% ^
6,000 1,800 45.00 
5,500 1,650 41.25 
5,000 1,500 37.50 
4,500 1,350 33.75 
4,000 1,200 30.00 
3,500 1,050 26.25 
3,000 900 22.50 
2,500 750 18.75 
2,000 600 15.00 
1,500 450 11.25 
1,000 300 7.50 



When “affordable” isn’t

Changes in AMI may not reflect what’s happening 
to your tenants

• San Francisco: gentrification is driving up median 
income, but our tenants don’t see a similar increase

• In 2017, AMI went up more than 7%.  Some funders 
and partners wanted us to take the whole thing.  

• We had to advocate hard to not pass that through to 
our tenants.



When “affordable” isn’t

Our regulatory agreements don’t allow us to 
respond to changes in tenants’ incomes.

• They also don’t work well for tenants with seasonal 
employment.  TICs look at the last several pay stubs.  

• Especially in senior buildings, couples qualify but if 
one dies, half the SSI income is lost.

• Conversely, in a family project, a single parent may 
marry and see a large increase in household income.  
We can’t adjust to that, either.

• Regulators will tell us to “swap the layers” but that 
only works if there is turnover.



When “affordable” isn’t

Many of us START tenants out at an 
overburdened level, taking tenants for whom the 
rent is between 30% and 50% of their income.  

• Kyle’s research shows that incoming MidPen Housing 
tenants pay 42%.

• CCDC is experimenting with marketing to people at 
30% to 40%, but that won’t work in locations with 
lesser demand.



Kyle Attenhofer
MidPen Housing Corporation



The importance of effective rent 
management
Revenue is the largest number in your financials.
Expenses increase faster than revenue: must 

increase revenue to keep pace.
With many operating expenses “involuntary”, rent 

often represents the best means by which you can 
impact financial performance.
There is often a balance between the mission to 

provide affordable housing and the need to 
optimize performance.



The destiny of affordable 
properties
 If we assume that a property maintains 

affordability in perpetuity, extending existing 
regulatory agreements with the same affordability 
upon expiration, then:

• Revenue over time has a fixed average rate of 
increase – typically underwritten at 2.5%.

• Expenses increase by an average of 3.5%, so 
eventually every property will have declining NOI and 
Cash Flow, ultimately hitting zero.



The destiny of affordable 
properties
Depending on the debt coverage ratio (or revenue 

to expense ratio), the decline in NOI can be too far 
out to be concerned.
 Increasing revenue postpones the inevitable 

decline and course to zero.



The destiny of affordable 
properties

Debt Service Plus Reserves

Year (Y)

NOI

NOI = Revenue x (1+2.5%)^Y – Expense x (1+3.5%)^Y

Negative 
Cash Flow



Rent management

Benchmarking
Balancing Mission vs Business
Exploring Tiered Rent Increases
Optimizing Section 8



Benchmarking

Many agencies and organizations use Rent 
Burden as a Benchmark for gauging affordability 
and determining rent increases.
To qualify for move-in, a household must have 

household income between 30% AMI and 2x the 
rent .

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Benchmarking

This chart shows the Household Income (HHI) 
relative to the rent that results in various rent 
burdens at move-in.

Rent Burden Household Income vs Rent
30% HHI = 3.33x Rent
35% HHI = 2.86x Rent
40% HHI = 2.50x Rent
45% HHI = 2.22x Rent
50% HHI = 2.00x Rent



Balancing mission and business

 If there is a significant difference between current 
rents and rent limits/market, then there may be 
some tough choices to make.

• Higher rent limits give you room to increase.
 Due to increase in AMI
 Because you didn’t take all available increases in previous 

years
• A depressed rental market limits your options.
 Marketability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Balancing mission and business

Some Key Considerations
• Rent Shock – A household may be able to afford the 

increase and maintain a reasonable rent burden, but 
how much is appropriate to give in one year?

• Differing Rent Burdens – Different households have 
different rent burdens, even if under the same AMI 
restriction.

• Fair Housing – Any rent increase plan needs to be 
consistently implemented at a property according to 
parameters that do not violate fair housing.



Balancing mission and business

Some Key Considerations
• Cash Flow and NOI Trend – What is needed to keep 

property healthy and trending in the right direction of 
the long-term?

• High Rent Burdens – What if  average rent burdens 
are already approaching, say 50%; how do you 
maintain revenue growth but not hurt residents?
 This often happens at senior properties without Section 8, 

due to lack of growth in SSI
• Cumulative Impact – What do the increases of the 

past several years add up to?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Tiered rent increases

One way to manage rent increases is to adopt a 
“Tiered Rent Increase” policy.
 Implement differing rent increases based on rent 

burden benchmarks.



Tiered rent increases

Example:
• Not to exceed the lesser of the current market rent 

and the applicable rent limit:

Rent Burden Increase

Tier 1 Below 20% 10%

Tier 2 Above 20% and below 25% 7%

Tier 3 Above 25% and below 35% 5%

Tier 4 Above 35% 3%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Tiered rent increases

Limitations and concerns
Accuracy of Household Income data

• Suppose that a household loses their job - you cannot 
decrease rents.

• Suppose a household has seasonal workers; annual 
income may be under or over stated based on agency 
required calculation.

• If rents are based on household income, does this 
incentivize misreporting by residents?



Tiered rent increases

Limitations and concerns
Confusing for management and hard to explain to 

residents.
Labor intensive, as each household has to be 

assessed individually at each renewal.



Optimizing Section 8

Aside from a few Housing Authorities (HA) with 
differing structures, Section 8 typically entails a 
30% rent burden.
Typically Section 8 contract rents can exceed 

TCAC and other regulatory rent limits.
• exemptions with a few HA’s and tenant-based 

vouchers restricted HOME-Hi if layered with HOME

Presenter
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Optimizing Section 8

TBV Section 8 represents a core lifeline for many 
properties.

• “Overhang” with tenant-based vouchers: additional income 
not considered in underwriting.  More cash flow.

• Downside: watch your tax credit investor’s capital account.
With increases in market rents and Fair Market Rents 

defined by HUD, there may be many opportunities to 
increase contract rents, whether project-based or 
tenant-based.



Optimizing Section 8

 Tips for managing your Section 8
 Pursue increases upon every renewal, if available.

• HUD depends on option or HAP type
• HA depends on payment standards

 Understand your HA’s payment standards and your local 
market rents.
 Understand the underlying restrictions on contract rents that 

may be imposed by your regulatory agreements or programs.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kyle, I think we need to include a few more specifics on the types of rent subsidies and how they are increased.  For instance, I’m pretty sure TBVs can be increased every year, but the owner has to initiate it.  Another example: some of our 202s get small OCAFs every year, and a rent study every five years.  We don’t have to initiate those.  They just happen.



Optimizing Section 8

Tips for managing your Section 8
 Monitor for households that have terminated subsidy due to 

income.
 Restructure your HUD Section 8 to get the best options, but 

know the rules and ramifications (critical warning here!)
 Keep your voucher holders! Turnover of tenant-based 

vouchers can dramatically decrease your cash flow.



Jo-Anne Cohen
LA Family Housing



Raising rents in a tough environment

IOW: Welcome to L.A.!



L.A. Overview

Los Angeles has more people in poverty than any 
big city in America. 
Los Angeles experienced one of the largest 

median rent increases in the country in 2017. 
The above two items make maintaining rent 

affordability in our properties incredibly important, 
but balancing revenue with expense to allow our 
buildings to succeed is also important. 



L.A. Overview

State Income limits for Los Angeles have been 
stagnant since 2014.
Properties with CRA (former redevelopment 

agency) loans have not been allowed rent 
increases in 4 years.
Properties with HOME loans have also struggled 

to increase rents. 



L.A. Overview

Even if rent increases were allowable, incomes of 
our residents limit increases. 

• Our goal is never to place rent above 50% of a 
family’s income.  

• At some point rent stagnates as family incomes are 
not increasing sufficiently to sustain annual increases. 



L.A. Overview

Some properties (due to their covenant lengths 
and age) are not exempt from our Rent 
Stabilization Ordinance, which can also limit rent 
increases. 
Section 8 rents are just beginning to catch up to 

the market rate rents.  This is true across all of our 
area Housing Authorities. 



A tale of two cities and buildings

Despite the overview, all is not lost!
Consider two properties in Southern California, but 

adjacent cities. 
• One has 25 family units, located in a City adjacent to 

Los Angeles
• The other has 30 family units, located in the San 

Fernando Valley area of L.A. 
Both the buildings have affordability limitations at 

60% or less of AMI. 



A tale of two cities and buildings

The one outside Los Angeles:
• Has been able to consistently increase rents by using 

a tiered system similar to the one presented here.
• Some of its units have Section 8 subsidies and an 

annual review has been conducted to make sure rents 
are set correctly and fairly. 

• This building has fewer challenges from its reviewing 
agency. 



A tale of two cities and buildings

The one in Los Angeles: 
• Has been unable to consistently increase rents in all 

units due to an agency that controls affordability on 11 
units, but has been able to 
 institute small (under 3%) rent increases in the units 

underwritten by a different lender, 
 place Section 8 subsidies in a portion of the units and 
 maximize allowable rent increases in the most restrictive 

units in other time periods. 
• The two lenders on the project also disagree about 

whether rent increases are allowable, so the most 
restrictive is followed some of the units. 



A tale of two cities and buildings

The goal is to keep both these properties cash 
flowing as much as possible.  See the following 
slide for…

The best of NOI, the worst of NOI.
or

What happens when rents stagnate.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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A tale of two cities and buildings

Building 2

Building 10

20,000

40,000

60,000

80,000

2013
2014

2015
2016

2017

Building 2 Building 1



A tale of two cities and buildings

Consistent management and review of the rents 
and the placement of subsidies where possible 
have actually kept both these properties cash 
flowing. 
But as you can see from the prior slide the 

inconsistency of rent increases has impacted the 
ability to predict NOI from year to year.  

• It also keeps the NOI much lower for Building 2 even 
though it has more units. 



A tale of two cities and buildings

Additionally, the expense environment has been 
challenging for both these properties. 

• Trash collection costs increased by 43% at the San 
Fernando Valley property from 2015 to 2017

• Water and sewer costs have consistently increased in 
both locations

• Both building have increasing repair costs as they age
• Operational cost growth still exceeds revenue growth 

and at some point the curves will cross.  



Other strategies for revenue growth

or, An Asset Manger’s work is never done!
The affordable housing community in Los Angeles 

has been addressing the need for revenue 
expansion in the following ways:

1. Working with City agencies to thaw the rent 
increase freeze in order to allow us to increase 
rents where possible.



Other strategies for revenue growth

2. Working together to address the increase in the 
utility and trash removal costs.

3. Maximizing the use of Section 8 vouchers 
through our portfolios.

4. Use of rental subsidies other than Section 8.
5. Continued discussion with an industry group 

discussing strategies for portfolio preservation. 



Kayne Doumani
Chinatown CDC



Raising rents consistently

CCDC had a long history of not raising rents 
unless absolutely necessary or required.  We 
made the obligatory reserve deposits, but in many 
cases they weren’t adequate to meet the capital 
needs of the buildings.
The financial ramifications are obvious.
But we also got a bad reputation.



Raising rents consistently
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Raising rents consistently



Not leaving money on the table

CCDC conducted an audit of the rent structures in 
all of our buildings.

• Some had been in operation for decades, with notions 
of what the rent increases should be getting handed 
down, almost generation to generation.

• PM didn’t have copies of the regulatory agreements.
 “You know, we CAN read them.”



Not leaving money on the table

Reviewed all of our regulatory agreements and 
interviewed property managers and supervisors.
We wanted to know:

• Which programs are in place at each building?
• How are rents increased?
• When was the last time rents were increased?

We plugged all the data into a grid.



Not leaving money on the table



Not leaving money on the table

Which programs are in place?



Not leaving money on the table

HCD

CHRP

MHP

RHCP

SUHRP

MOHCD

SFRA

OCII

LOSP

Which programs are in place?

Mod 
Rehab

RAD 
2.0



Not leaving money on the table

What are the AMI levels?
Which rents are most restrictive?
How do rents get raised?
When was the last time they were raised?
How much were they raised?
When can we raise them again?



Not leaving money on the table

How do rents get raised?
• AMI and rent limits are announced and you decide 

how much
• You submit a budget and request a particular increase
• A rent study is performed, automatically or by request



Not leaving money on the table

Now that we have confidence in our information, 
we need a more user-friendly format.
Clear direction on what to do at vacancy

• Sometimes: ask your Asset Manager
Citations from the regs and regulatory agreements



Not leaving money on the table

Samples



“Vacancy Decontrol”

Some of our regulatory agreements with HCD 
stipulate that at turnover, we could only charge the 
highest existing rent for a comparable unit.

• That works fine so long as you have raised rents 
every year by the maximum amount.

• We hadn’t, and the only remaining way to improve 
cash flow at these old buildings is to charge higher 
rents to incoming tenants.



“Vacancy Decontrol”

At Loan Portfolio Restructuring, HCD allowed us to 
split the building into two income categories: one 
preserving the existing tenants and a higher one

• But we still have the old waiting list, which doesn’t have 
any higher income applicants who could afford the new 
rents (40% AMI!)

• Our attorney tells us that we can create a new list for the 
higher AMI after we’ve checked the incomes of everyone 
on the existing list.  

• Still have to submit the marketing plan to HCD and 
MOHCD.  They will have the final say.



Questions?
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